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PRESS RELEASE
COLLECTION
SPRING / SUMMER 2014

Our international design team will surprise you again with a vibrant spring / summer collection. Richter 
brings the perfect balance between functionality and fashion highlights, which makes every shoe fun and 
joy to wear. 

Looking at the Richter collection, you can fi nd sparkling, lively and new fresh colours. Kids will be impressed 
by apple green, lemon yellow, cobalt blue, fi re red and turquoise. Girls are head over heels with a wide 
range of shoes in Fuchsia, Pink and Lavender to choose from. We offer different blue tones, grass green, 
corn yellow and orange for boys, who will defi nitely be the centre of attention with styles in these trendy 
colours. 

Especially for boys, some of the colours were just used as accents on shoes, such as: stitching, sole details, 
shoelaces and applications. Now we see more and more complete shoes in these vibrant colours, which 
give the styles a new and sparkling, yet quiet, look. Our boys and girls are neatly spiced up with this new 
way of combining colours and will defi nitely be the centre of attention with their superior appearance. 

White will have an important role this season. This colour can be marked as a red thread through the whole 
collection and is seen in soles, laces, accents on uppers and in complete upper materials as well. The over-
all view of the collection will be up-graded by the sparkling colours gold and silver. 

Shoes which are partly or fully made out of nappa and patent leather are currently up-to-date and very 
much in demand, which causes our expansion of this product range. Furthermore there are more varieties in 
materials, like perforations, camoufl age, waxy vintage looks and metallic. Yes, you read it, metallic is back! 
Ballerina’s, boots and trendy sneakers are presented in noble gold and silver – we additionally offer metallic 
turquoise and pink for our little princesses. 

Richter literally reached out for the stars and was inspired by these design elements which are seen on 
various styles (glittery and bright stars, star rivets, rhinestones and shiny material combinations) through the 
range. 
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Romance for our little princesses is still a large theme within the collection. Accessories like love hearts, 
butterfl ies and slip knots in various girly shapes and designs as well as lovely fl oral embroideries and 
applications, make our shoes a real must-have for every little girl.

The main focus of our collection is to copy adult and lifestyle trends into a fancy and playful children 
collection. It’s very important to combine function with lots of fashion and fun. The ability to still serve the 
older children as well is to bring a lifestyle oriented collection. The foundation for these articles will be 
‘casual’. Presenting trendy styles in correct colours and materials and combine them with cool details such 
as studs, retro prints and waxed vintage fi nishes, will give these youngsters an extravagant appearance.    

In our boys’ range we said goodbye to Velcro fastener booties, larger than size 25. Boys become braver 
and more stylish every season and are better aware of trends. But still, boys remain boys, so we haven’t 
compromised on functionality. We replaced these boots with attractive bright, clean sneakers and basket-
ball boots, which are having a practical zipper on the inside. These boots will also take over a part of the 
traditional low cut styles. In general, there is an increased demand for closed sandals which are functional 
and great to wear during a hot summer day. 

Richter offers a complete range of products from size 17-42. From sandals to ballerina’s and sneakers and 
from low cut shoes to booties, mainly offered with full leather lining and Sympatex lining for rainy days. 

Parents can be thrilled as well! We succeed in producing shoes which are fashionable and healthy at the 
same time; they fi t perfectly and make our kids happy. We give parents the security to do the best for the 
development of their children and to make them look good. Casual and trendy are the main focus of the 
collection which promises a lot of joy and fun and cast a spell on every kid.

Affectionate regards


